
Word Class Mosaic
Read the words below. Use the key to colour in the squares to reveal the hidden picture. 

jump climb human tree moat school hat drench swam

eat write letter sheep he table France read work

learn begin photo apple yours Nancy clam prepare be

have care happen biscuit theirs scarf threaten deny prance

shine spread freeze bee ballet pen sit caught rode

fought quit ate held statue stood won ended played

taught shaken built lost ladder wear grow think hear

light run train value piano break coach store track

balance paint report a one some face match sting

play answer the few the many several attack board

yellow: 
Noun

blue: 
Verb

green: 
Can be used as 
noun or verb

brown: 
determiner

white (blank): 
Pronoun



Word Class Mosaic - Answers
Read the words below. Use the key to colour in the squares to reveal the hidden picture. 

jump climb human tree moat school hat drench swam

eat write letter sheep he table France read work

learn begin photo apple yours Nancy clam prepare be

have care happen biscuit theirs scarf threaten deny prance

shine spread freeze bee ballet pen sit caught rode

fought quit ate held statue stood won ended played

taught shaken built lost ladder wear grow think hear

light run train value piano break coach store track

balance paint report a one some face match sting

play answer the few the many several attack board

yellow: 
Noun

blue: 
Verb

green: 
Can be used as 
noun or verb

brown: 
determiner

white (blank): 
Pronoun



Word Class Mosaic
Read the words below. Use the key to colour in the squares to reveal the hidden picture. 

angry mine yours theirs ours his hers its calm

who which that whom whose where when why what

that grumpy for huge but anxious and terrified which

splendid yours whose whom or where why mine superb

elated theirs that hers his ours who its absurd

crazy ours yours nor so yet his hers glorious

icy rigid mine its ours yours theirs perilous weary

atrocious raucous malicious his hers its shrill tiny ecstatic

if since although fierce when terrific as after while

because dejected before tiny until rowdy if amazing although

brown: Possessive 
pronoun

skin tone (of 
your choice): 

Relative pronoun

black: 
Co-ordinating 
conjunction

blue: 
Subordinating 
conjunction

white (blank): 
Adjective



Word Class Mosaic - Answers
Read the words below. Use the key to colour in the squares to reveal the hidden picture. 

angry mine yours theirs ours his hers its calm

who which that whom whose where when why what

that grumpy for huge but anxious and terrified which

splendid yours whose whom or where why mine superb

elated theirs that hers his ours who its absurd

crazy ours yours nor so yet his hers glorious

icy rigid mine its ours yours theirs perilous weary

atrocious raucous malicious his hers its shrill tiny ecstatic

if since although fierce when terrific as after while

because dejected before tiny until rowdy if amazing although

brown: Possessive 
pronoun

skin tone (of 
your choice): 

Relative pronoun

black: 
Co-ordinating 
conjunction

blue: 
Subordinating 
conjunction

white (blank): 
Adjective



Word Class Mosaic
Read the words below. Use the key to colour in the squares to reveal the hidden picture. 

angrily almost today cat people species merrily later bravely

always entirely laptop bread sister book rock
behind 
the tree

happily

in the 
morning

sofa radio slide duck money game lizard calmly

box who that who flower whom which whose heart

France Gemma switch bottle swing donkey toilet theirs Bristol

Jamal Leeds number brick cloud friend ice his Belgium

dad fossil I him her it they ours child

usually coin button we she them hotel lion loudly

noisily weekly adult shell you crystal mum
barely 
alive

next year

before 
long

utterly 
dejected

silently brother house paper nearly
every 
second

daily

red: 
Proper noun

yellow: 
Noun

green: 
Adverb/ 
adverbial

blue: 
Posessive 
pronoun

white (blank): 
Personal 
pronoun

black: 
Relative 
pronoun



Word Class Mosaic - Answers
Read the words below. Use the key to colour in the squares to reveal the hidden picture. 
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alive

next year

before 
long

utterly 
dejected
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every 
second

daily

red: 
Proper noun

yellow: 
Noun

green: 
Adverb/ 
adverbial

blue: 
Posessive 
pronoun

white (blank): 
Personal 
pronoun

black: 
Relative 
pronoun


